78 grand am

The Pontiac Grand Am is a mid-size car and later a compact car that was produced by Pontiac.
The Grand Am had two separate three-year runs in the s: from to , and again from to It was
based on the GM A platform. Production of the Grand Am was canceled in when it was replaced
by the Pontiac The Grand Am was reintroduced in when it replaced the Pontiac Phoenix. It
became Pontiac's best selling car and was later replaced by the Pontiac G6 , so named as it was
intended to be the 6th generation of the Grand Am. Notably, the American sports car was
usually without luxury features, and the luxury car without sport features. Foreign makes mixed
these features. The original Grand Am was introduced in the fall of as a model. The GM A-body
platform had major design revisions in that included the elimination of pillarless hardtops due
to proposed Federal rollover standards, but with frameless windows similar to that of a hardtop.
No convertibles were produced due to the rollover standards that were not enacted. The oil
crisis caused a dichotomy of buyers: total luxury or total economy. Since Grand Am was an
"in-between", its sales declined and the model was discontinued in All engines were available
with a Turbo-hydramatic automatic transmission as standard equipment. The Pontiac Grand Am
style had a unique flexible urethane front fascia center nose known as the 'Endura' nose that
was squeezable and could return to its original shape following a minor collision [7] [8] along
with the new energy-absorbing bumpers, [9] [10] a total of six grille openings with vertical bars,
round front turn signals with a cross-hair design, horizontal rear taillights, and chrome rear
bumper. Additionally, Grand Ams featured a Radial Tuned Suspension RTS as standard
equipment that included radial-ply tires, Pliacell shock absorbers, and front and rear sway bars.
The springs were advertised as being computer selected. Also included were an instrument
panel from the Pontiac Grand Prix featuring a Rally gauge cluster with fuel, oil, water and volt
gauges a tachometer or fuel economy gauge was optional, and on cars so equipped, the clock
was moved to a space on the lower instrument panel under the radio , three-spoke padded
steering wheel with brushed-stainless spokes, and Genuine Crossfire African Mahogany trim on
the dash facing, radio and clock surrounds, as well as the center console between the front
seats. Pontiac also produced a single Grand Am station wagon as a feasibility study. This was a
LeMans wagon converted to a Grand Am. A functional ram-air induction system was developed
for the Pontiac A-bodies utilizing twin NACA openings in the hood, but the option was dropped
due to the inability to pass federally mandated drive-by noise standards. A few functional Ram
Air systems were sold over the counter. Described as "The mid-sized Pontiac with Foreign
Intrigue American Ingenuity" on the front cover of the four-page Grand Am brochure that
featured a green four-door sedan, only minor styling changes highlighted this year's model
including a redesigned nose and grille with 12 openings with horizontal bars. Engine and
transmission offerings were the same as , but four-speed manual transmissions were no longer
offered in California, where only the Turbo Hydra-matic automatic was available. Inside, the
genuine African crossfire mahogany trim on the instrument panel was replaced by a simulated
material due to delamination problems on the models but the real wood was continued on the
center console, optional console clock, and radio bezel. Sales were down more than 50 percent
due to the oil crisis , and while the recession continued, prices increased for all model cars.
Only 17, Grand Ams were built. The Grand Am looked the same as the model, but had vertical
front grille bars, a body-colored rear bumper, and a catalytic converter single-exhaust, which
mandated the use of unleaded fuel, along with GM's High Energy Ignition and other items
promoted as part of Pontiac's maximum mileage system. Inside, the Strato bucket seats
received revised vertical trim patterns, the adjustable lumbar support controls were dropped,
and only the passenger seat had a recliner, a "safety practice" which would continue at GM for a
decade. Engines were also detuned to meet the emission regulations with the compression ratio
dropping to a new low of 7. Turbo Hydra-matic was standard equipment and the only
transmission offered this year. Performance from was 7. A total of 10, Grand Ams were built in
[12] and the series was dropped after this year due to declining sales and rising gas prices as a
result of the oil crisis. Another factor leading to the Grand Am's cancellation were plans for all
Pontiac A-body cars receiving the newly approved rectangular headlights, which would
necessitate a complete redesign of the Grand Am's Endura nose and Pontiac officials decided
that the expense of such a redesign could not be justified based on low production numbers.
The basic GM A-body design remained until It was offered in both two- and four-door models
featuring a vertical bar grille and other trimmings to differentiate it from the LeMans, upon
which it was based. Like the models, this generation of Grand Ams also featured standard radial
tires plus an upgraded Radial Tuned Suspension with front and rear sway bars. New for was a
four-speed manual available with the horsepower four-barrel in 49 states. The wood-grained
instrument panel was replaced by brushed aluminum trim, while the gauge faces changed from
silver with black letters and numbers to black with white letters and numbers. The year was the
finale for the second-generation Grand Am. The four-door sedan was dropped, leaving only the

two-door coupe, which received only minor appearance changes. Strato bucket seats in cloth or
Morrokide upholstery were standard equipment along with a center console with floor shifter for
the Turbo Hydra-matic transmission. Slow sales of the Grand Am led to its discontinuation after
the model year. Initially, the Grand Am was available in base or LE trim in coupes only. The 2. A
5-speed manual was standard, and a 3-speed automatic was optional, the latter required if the
V6 engine was ordered. In , a sedan and sportier SE trim were added. The SE trim had the V6
engine standard, lower body cladding, composite headlamps, a slightly revised interior with the
different cloth used on all seats and door panel inserts, analog instrumentation base and LE
models had digital , and included inch aluminum wheels. Cars with the turbo engine received a
turbo boost gauge in the place of the voltmeter. A test by Popular Mechanics for quarter-mile
acceleration with the Turbo engine resulted with the five-speed manual taking This was also the
last year that the Buick sourced 3. New for styling were composite front headlights, but only on
the LE models. For , front seat belts were moved from the b-pillars to the doors, to meet the
passive restraint mandate for The Quad-4 LD2 engine became available for Grand Am's in ,
replacing the previous model year's 3. Other options included a Driver Information Center, an
electronic trunk release, and a moon roof. The base model was dropped after this model year. A
totally new front and rear fascia along with an interior redesign for This was the final year that
the 'Sport Bucket' seats were available to SEs. The inch wheels were only optional to SE's. This
would be the first year that the Grand A-inch could be ordered with either inch wheels or a
factory-installed CD player. Changes were minor for and ; For , a new High-Output version of the
Quad 4 mated to only a 5-speed manual became the standard engine for the SE. The 16" wheels
moved from the option list to standard equipment for the SE's this year. The W32 option
included SE ground effects minus wheel well flares , the same standard as well as optional "SE"
drive train, 14" aluminum wheels, a larger front larger sway bar, and a rear swaybar that were
only otherwise available on the SE model. The only changes were the addition of an Anti-lock
Brakes System ABS as standard equipment for all Grand Am SE's not available to LE's , and all
model year cars fitted with a five-speed transmission received a redesigned "short throw"
shifter. For the Grand Am's chassis was widened to match the Corsica's; the suspension and
braking systems are about eighty percent in common. A high output version of the DOHC was
offered as well. A new GT trim was offered that featured new wheels, smoother, yet larger
cladding, and more standard equipment. This resulted in a loss of 5 horsepower 3. In , the V6
and standard 3-speed powertrain were effectively replaced by GM's new 3. A driver's side airbag
also became standard for , but the door-mounted automatic seatbelts remained. In , the Quad 4
engines received balance shafts and direct driven power steering off the intake camshaft. The
four-speed automatic that was mated to the 3. In Japan, this generation was officially imported
by Yanase and Suzuki with left-hand drive. The main imports were the SE and V6 models. The
V6 model, however, was only offered for the model year there. All models had a three-speed
later four-speed automatic transmission. For , the Grand Am received a mid-generation facelift.
Outside, an updated front fascia, rear fascia,and side skirts gave the Grand Am a smoother,
more rounded look. The interior was redesigned and featured dual airbags, easier to use audio
system and HVAC controls, and softer plastics. The Quad 4 was replaced by a new 'Twin Cam'
2. Still based on the Quad 4, this was a re-engineered version of the previous year's 2. The 3.
The 3-speed automatic was dropped for , and the 4-speed automatic featured standard traction
control. Daytime running lamps with automatic lighting control were newly standard on all
Grand Ams. The Grand Am was redesigned for Available in late spring , the basic design of the
fifth-generation Grand Am was shared with the Oldsmobile Alero also new for and Chevrolet
Malibu introduced in The suspension was now fully independent, with a revised
MacPherson-Strut design upfront. The rear suspension is a more refined Multi-link design. GM's
V6, previously exclusive to their minivans, became available as an option on the SE and SE1
and was standard on all other trim levels. For , all the Grand Ams featured a four-speed
automatic transmission. The models added a Getrag five-speed manual transmission as
standard equipment with the four-cylinder. For , the SE2 trim level was dropped, a new family of
Delco stereos and new wheel designs was introduced. The radio size in also changed from a 1.
Halfway through , the Twin Cam 2. Changes for also included a stationary cup holder in the
center console as opposed to a removable one. The body cladding on SE models was removed
in , a change which affected other models throughout Pontiac. An MP3 player was added to the
uplevel CD player in In , Pontiac began phasing out the Grand Am lineup for the new G6
replacement. SE sedans were retained for fleet sale and GT coupes were the last Grand Am
model available for public sale. This was also the last car to be made at Lansing's old Fisher
Body plant. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gives the Grand Am a "Poor" rating
in its frontal crash test for marginal structural integrity, a possible head injury, a potential right
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safe. The company was very good give me all the information I needed on this specific Shavel,
and a bunch of other cars that they Satisfied all my requirements. Prompt response and very
knowledgeable. Unfortunately the vehicle I was intrested in was sold. However, once Scott knew
what I was looking for he was able to send me dozens of similar vehicles to choose from!
Thanks Scott! Mike James contacted me within an hour of my initial inquiry. The vehicle was
exactly as described and was clean and ready to go when I arrived even though I made a last
minute appointment change. This was one of the most positive dealership experiences I have
ever had. Dealer was very helpful answering all the questions we had regarding this truck, and if
she couldn't answer right away she got the answers and called me back. Did a very good job
answering my questions and providing the info I needed to make my decision. I purchased
another car thru you. Pam was very helpfull in helping me get the a car I wanted. I was very
nervous about buying a car sight unseen, but I talked to Tommy Tapp on the phone, and had a
good feeling about the transaction. I bought the car, and his brother Timmy delivered the
vehicle to me in Louisville with the utmost care. This 20 year old car looks like it rolled off the
showroom floor! I had it checked out at a local repair shop â€” all was well, with no problems.
Tapp Motors is a reputable, honest dealer, and I cannot recommend them highly enough!!! JR
was very helpful, he answered all my questions with no bull answers. The truck was nice and
very well detailed. It just wasn't what I was looking for. Great bunch of people, I will be going
back. The dealer was friendly and forthright about the car. I had a great experience. Kevin and
the team were very considerate, helpful, and informative. Steve S. California Cars responded
quickly to my inquiry. I decided that the particular car was not quite what I was looking for. This
should not be interpreted in any way against the dealership! It just wasn't the right car for me.
Rich responded to my email promptly. We even spoke on the phone and he was very helpful
answering my questions. No pressure! Spoke with Russ. He has been very helpful. He sent
pictures and videos of the car as requested. It respect from VL Classics. They were friendly.
Took a while to respond but they did. Seller had already sold the car. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Pontiac
Grand Am listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Few
drivers were ever fortunate enough to have owned a new Pontiac during their teenage years,
and only a minute number can say they still have that car in their possession. Bellevue,

Nebraska, resident Joe Fuccio is proud to be in that minority. At the young age of 18, the now
year-old Information Technology Specialist purchased a new '79 Grand Am that he drove
sparingly and gave the utmost care to over the years. Today it's a 16,mile pristine original. Joe's
story starts out like many others-he comes from a family with a strong interest in Pontiacs. He
then purchased a new '76 Catalina Safari wagon, powered by a , from another local area Pontiac
dealer, and a few others in later years," says Joe. We're just a Pontiac family at heart. When Joe
reached the driving age, it was only logical that he own a Pontiac, and the first vehicle he called
his own was a Sunstorm Yellow '75 Firebird Esprit with a white Cordova top and Morrokide
interior. My dad then talked me into giving it to her and I started looking for a replacement. I
found a '68 Firebird with a four-speed that was in primer and needed paint, but my dad felt that a
well-used car wasn't practical, so I started looking for something new," he says. Just 17 at the
time, dealers wouldn't even begin talking to Joe about purchasing a new car without his father
present. Trying to please him, we looked at mid-sized models, but I really wasn't happy with the
offerings. Like the original, it, too, was based on the A-body LeMans platform, available in
2-door coupe or 4-door sedan styling, and aimed at a specific buying group. This time, however,
its standard-equipment content was drastically reduced, making base model Grand Ams more
attractive to budget-minded enthusiasts. The Grand Am's standard powerplant in was the hp ci
two-barrel engine, and an automatic was the only transmission choice. A large number of
performance options, including a four-barrel carburetor, did, however, allow it to remain
competitive with similar models from other divisions, including Oldsmobile's Cutlass and
Buick's Century Sport Coupe. An assortment of new features greeted Grand Am buyers for
According to vintage Pontiac sales literature, the list included brushed-aluminum instrument
panel trim, blacked-out grille and taillight treatments, a revised suspension package that
boasted of higher rate front and rear springs and shock absorbers, a 32mm front sway bar with
urethane end-link grommets, and a redesigned 22mm rear sway bar. Buick's ci V-6 with
two-barrel carburetor became the standard powerplant, and a floor-shifted three-speed manual
was the standard gearbox. A floor-shifted four-speed manual and three-speed automatic were
available behind the ci at extra cost, and Chevrolet's ci four-barrel small-block, backed by an
automatic, was optional in high altitude counties and in California. Pontiac's available with a
two-barrel carburetor and an automatic transmission, or four-barrel with either an automatic or
four-speed manual-was the optional state V It was with this catalog that I hit the jackpot. When I
found I could get the engine with a Hurst-shifted four-speed manual transmission, I decided on
a Grand Am right there. Wanting to maximize the Grand Am's performance persona, he added
such extra-cost options as an N31 Custom Sport steering wheel, U21 Rally Gauges with
tachometer, G80 limited slip differential, N66 14x7-inch Rally IV wheels, and the L37 ci
four-barrel engine and MM4 four-speed manual. After a few anxious weeks, the car arrived and I
took delivery of it on February 25, , which, coincidently, was my 18th birthday," he recalls. We
didn't get more than a few blocks before I realized that something was seriously wrong. So I
turned around and headed straight for the dealership's service area. He continues, "It only took
a few minutes for the mechanics to diagnose the problem, and they couldn't believe what they
found. The shifter linkages were installed upside down at the factory, and the transmission was
actually in second gear when the shifter was in first. The repair took about five minutes, and
when I released the clutch while pulling out of the service garage, I left rubber marks on the
garage floor! It's always seemed to have enough power after that. The Power Plant During its
development in the mid '70s, the ci engine was treated to a number of weight-reducing
modifications aimed at improving economy that shed roughly pounds over a comparable ci.
With its 4-inch bore and 3-inch stroke, the four-barrel-equipped still churned out hp at 4, rpm,
and lb-ft of torque at 1, rpm in , however. Residing atop the cylinder heads is a low-rise cast-iron
single-plane intake manifold No. Bolted to the cast iron flywheel is a The Rarity Joe says that he
rarely drove his Grand Am when it was new, and instead drove his dad's Catalina wagon
everywhere. A large number of the miles currently on the odometer were added during a family
trip we took to New York in Otherwise, it came out on good weather days and was driven mostly
to shows and in parades. I didn't know who he was at the time, but he told me what I had was
pretty rare, and that only a few hundred '79 Grand Ams were built with that powertrain
combination. He sounded convincing and, from then on, I drove it as little as possible. Figures
provided by Pontiac Historic Services confirm just that-a total of , A-body vehicles were
produced during the model year, and two-door Grand Ams account for just 4, of that total. Only
vehicles of the total A-body production received the four-speed manual behind and ci engines
through June of the model year, and with only a few weeks left of production, we might surmise
that less than total four-speeds were installed. He adds, "I love the way it feels on the road too. I
know it's only a and doesn't run anything like an earlier Ram Air-era Pontiac, but it runs pretty
well for what it is, and it's pounds lighter than a similar year Trans Am too, so it's surprisingly

nimble. Though mileage is low for its age, Joe did have to replace a few items over the years.
When the original 2-inch exhaust system rotted out, he had a local exhaust shop install an
aluminized 2. Retaining the factory appearance and routing, he asked that the shop not install a
conventional muffler, and instead let the catalytic converter do the muffling. As the catalyst
deteriorated over time, Joe removed the converter entirely and a muffler went in its place. A
manual choke was added when problems developed with the original thermostatic-type.
Conclusion "I'm still impressed with it every time I get behind the wheel," Joe states. He plans
to share his enthusiasm for the Grand Am with his 5-year-old son, Anthony. We're eventually
going to pull the engine and transmission, install new gaskets, and then repaint the engine in
the correct shade of Corporate Blue," he says. Until then, Joe, a member of the local-area
Pontiac Owners Association, plans to continue showing his pride and joy at local events and
nearby national-type gatherings, adding less than miles per year. Close Ad. Rocky Rotella
writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now
showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. You
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records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and
independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. If you were a performance car fan back in the s, finding something on the
new car dealership lots that could burn the tires was a very hard task especially by the lates.
Every automaker during the s ran away from performance cars, displacement had shrunk and
horsepower did a nosedive. Only one automaker by the lates was still delivering true
performance and that was Pontiac. The and SD with underrated factory horsepower ratings of
and net horsepower respectively, beat many of the best s muscle car engines. Even when
Pontiac was forced to pull the plug on the SD , it still offered a horsepower CID V8 in its Trans
Am for and â€” it may have been plucked right out of the Pontiac Catalina station wagon but
performance fans were glad to have it. GM unfortunately stepped in and forced Pontiac to retire
the V8. Pontiac bounced right back in with a new high-performance package for its CID 6. The
W72 which was available in the Trans Am and Firebird Formula and standard in the Can Am
produced horsepower according to Pontiac wink, wink â€” underrated of course. For the Can
Am was gone and the W72 now factory rated at horsepower also underrated was available on
the Trans Am and Firebird Formula as an option. However there was one problem with the W72
â€” it was on borrowed time. And by , GM dropped its gavel and the Pontiac was cancelled.
Pontiac was smart enough to set aside a little over 8, W72 V8s for use in the Trans Am and
Firebird Formula. Pontiac had introduced the CID 4. However right from the beginning Pontiac
wasted no time working behind the scenes to improve its performance. And it was a good thing
since the in turbo form was able to step in as the hot performance motor for the and Trans Am
providing and horsepower respectively. Pontiac also had another plan for the , not many are
aware of. However Pontiac had just the replacement. It built a special prototype which it
released to the auto press back in , that showed that its new A-body could be easily turned into
a performance car and gave a glimpse of the rear-wheel drive mid-sized V8 powered muscle car
performance revival that would occur in the s. Unfortunately the larger displacement engine
options on previous Grand Ams were no longer available, the hottest ticket was a horsepower

4-bbl V8, not bad for the times but nothing to get the pulse of a performance buyer racing. The
two-door version of the Grand Am was very sporty and attractive so it was no surprise that a
majority of Grand Am buyers went with the two-door â€” 7, to be exact versus the 2, that went
with the four-door. The Grand Am for was essentially a sporty more upscale LeMans. A
two-door Grand Am buyer ended up with a nice looking A-body with decent performance and
decent handling but overall it was only a little more slightly performance oriented than the
standard GM A-bodies. The Grand Am feel short on power output and especially cornering â€” it
lacked a Trans Am quality handling suspension. Pontiac wanted to change this perception, even
though it saw skyrocketing sales of its Trans Am throughout the s with Trans Am sales even
hitting an incredible , units , it realized there was a market out there for a performance A-body
â€” something with the power and handling of a Trans Am. Pontiac was smart enough to
understand that there were plenty of Trans Am and other performance car buyers who actually
had the need for a true-performance car that could fit five people comfortably and had a family
useable sized trunk. The exterior was as racy as the Trans Am with an aggressive lower front air
dam and Trans Am style fender flares. A wild Trans Am style rear trunk spoiler was also
present. The Grand Am CA also used the two-tone paint scheme with the secondary color
acting as a lower body accent like the production Grand Am and the Firebird Formula from this
era. The primary color was metallic silver. Air Conditioning was not included. Pontiac intended
for the CA to handle the curves as well as if not better than the Trans Am which was one of the
best handling cars available in America back in the lates. The suspension system has been
upgraded with firmer springs, revalved shocks for better rebound control, heavier anti-sway
bars front and rear, extra lower control arm braces and less resilient rubber bushings on all
control arm pivots. The handling is solid but not jarring, and some of the road feel through the
power steering system is preserved so the driver does not have that floating-on-air feeling
between the steering and road wheels. These tires really grip and hang on, through side
loading, full-throttle acceleration and maximum-effort braking. Combined with the suspension
modifications, anti-dive geometry and the super tires, these brakes can bring the car to a
non-screeching halt, wet or dry, in about feet from 60 mph. So you can see the CA which was
tested 33 years ago was way ahead of its time. Torque was also up to lb-ft versus the lb-ft of the
standard 4-bbl In conjunction with a neck-snapping, close ratio four-speed 2. Nerpel in his
article mentioned the CA was good for mph in Two days later we checked again and improved
to The Grand Am just lingered around virtually unchanged for the and model years except the
four-door model was dropped for , and then it was canceled at the end of that year.
Unfortunately Pontiac had no worthy performance competitor for these Chevrolet and
Oldsmobile mids muscle cars. Most certainly it would have been a different story had the Grand
Am CA made it into production intact for or Pontiac would have cornered the two-door
mid-sized muscle car market and more than likely held on to its supremacy during the s â€”
especially if Pontiac had been able to keep and perfect its turbo like Buick did with its turbo 3.
For , mid-sized muscle car fans instead only had the Hurst Olds which returned from a few year
hiatus to quench their performance thirst â€” a small-block Oldsmobile making horsepower was
its power source. The CA prototype never being produced is like watching a NFL Super Bowl
game with one team annihilating its competitor and on its way to an easy victory, then suddenly
deciding with a few seconds left in the fourth quarter to forfeit the game. Pontiac in not
producing the Grand Am CA, walked away from what might have been one of the best
performance cars of the s â€” it may have even eclipsed the Trans Am. Pete Dunton. Muscle
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